
Connection scheme Heckert Solar 

 

� At the junction box: 1 male cable coupler

and 1 male cable coupler minus
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At delivery a cable (2,1m) is plugged to the left 

cable) connect with male cable coupler 

female cable coupler minus which plugs into the 

 

 

 

                                              

� for installation: at the last module is 1 free male cable coupler 

the first module is 1 free female cable coupler 

 

You need per string only 1 female cable coupler 

40214000000007) for connection to module and 1 male cable coupler 

6 mm² - 40214000000008) for connection to the free module cable.

No matter if you install from right to left or from left to right, you will need

coupler minus and 1 male cable coupler 

 

female cable 

coupler  

plus (red) 

At the junction box: 1 male cable coupler plus (left, red) 

minus (right, blue) 
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m) is plugged to the left connector of  the junction box: female cable coupler

cable) connect with male cable coupler plus (on module) – red on red; At the free 

which plugs into the male cable coupler minus of the next 

At delivery this side of the cable is connected to the left side of the 

junction box. 

for installation: at the last module is 1 free male cable coupler minus (blue) 

the first module is 1 free female cable coupler minus (blue) an cable 

female cable coupler minus (4 mm² - 402140000000

) for connection to module and 1 male cable coupler minus (4 mm² 

) for connection to the free module cable. 

you install from right to left or from left to right, you will need for each string only 1 female cable 

male cable coupler minus.  

 

female cable coupler plus (on 

the free end of the cable is the 

of the next module. 

                

                

   

At delivery this side of the cable is connected to the left side of the 

(blue) on the junction box, and at 

40214000000026 or 6 mm² - 

mm² - 40214000000027 or 

for each string only 1 female cable 

 

female cable 

coupler  

minus (blue) 


